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Abstract In this paper, we propose a manipulation sys-
tem for agricultural robots that handle heavy materials. The
structural systems of a mobile platform and a manipulator
are selected and designed after proposing new knowledge
about agricultural robots. Also, the control systems for these
structural systems are designed in the presence of paramet-
ric perturbation and uncertainty while avoiding conservative
results. The validity of both the structural and control sys-
tems is confirmed by conducting watermelon harvesting ex-
periments in an open field. Furthermore, an explicit design
procedure is confirmed for both the structural and control
systems and three key design tools are clarified.

Keywords Agricultural robots · Manipulator · Robust
control · Evaluation index

1 Introduction

In the field of agriculture, various operations for handling
heavy materials must be performed. For example, in veg-
etable cropping, workers handle heavy vegetables during the
harvest season. Additionally, in organic farming, which is
rapidly gaining popularity, workers handle heavy compost
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bags during the fertilizing season. These operations are dull,
repetitive, and require strength and skill on the part of the
workers.

A great deal of research on and development of agricul-
tural robots took place in the 1980s. Kawamura et al. (1984)
developed a fruit-harvesting robot for orchards. Grand et
al. (1987) developed an apple-harvesting robot. Their stud-
ies were followed by others (e.g., Kondo and Ting 1998;
Hwang and Kim 2003; Mario and Reina 2007; Tokunaga et
al. 1999; Henten et al. 2003) including Edan’s study (Edan
et al. 2000) and our studies (Sakai et al. 2002, 2003, 2004,
2005, 2007). Many of these studies specifically examine the
structural system design (e.g., machine or circuit design,
camera configuration) of robots and report the realization
of basic actions in actual open fields. Recently, Martinet
and co-workers (Lenain et al. 2006; Fang et al. 2005) rea-
sonably discussed the control system design of agricultural
vehicles in sliding conditions. Taken together, these studies
specifically address only one structural system or one con-
trol system of agricultural robots. Few papers have discussed
explicit design procedures for both structural systems and
control systems. However, many agricultural robots are cur-
rently not in the commercialization or diffusion stages. In-
stead, they remain in the research and development stages.
It is thus important to support further research and develop-
ment to improve the performance and reduce the initial cost
of these robots.

Apart from some developing components such as ad-
vanced vision, it remains unclear how much the existing
(and implicit) design procedures can be improved. This sit-
uation is serious because it is also unclear whether there are
design tools that evaluate the possible improvements to the
performance and initial cost. In order to clarify the status
of these design tools, we need to confirm an explicit design
procedure for both the structural and control systems.
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Fig. 1 A heavy material handling agricultural robot

In this paper, we report the realization of a heavy material
handling manipulator for agricultural robots in Fig. 1. More
precisely, the structural systems of a mobile platform and
a manipulator with a hand are selected and designed after
proposing new knowledge about agricultural robots. Also,
the control systems are designed in the presence of para-
metric perturbation and uncertainty while avoiding conser-
vative results. The validity of both systems is confirmed by
performing field experiments in an open field. These exper-
imental results are the most important contribution of this
paper. Our field results demonstrate that the total operation
time and success rate are comparable to those of skilled
workers.

Furthermore, an explicit design procedure is confirmed
to clarify the status of the design tools that evaluate the pos-
sible improvements of agricultural robots, which is another
important contribution of this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes
a new performance index of agricultural robots. Section 3
discusses the selection and design of the structural system
for the mobile platform and the manipulator. In Sect. 4 the
control system is designed in an analytical way. Section 5
confirms the validity of the systems by performing experi-
ments in an outdoor field. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Global performance index

In this section, we discusses evaluation indexes for the
global performance of agricultural robots. In general, we
cannot start any reasonable design without using per-
formance indexes. Many performance indexes have been
proposed for general robots. For example, manipulability
(Yoshikawa 1985) is a well-known index for structural sys-
tems. There are, however, some indexes that have been
proposed specifically for agricultural robots. For example,
space for obstacle avoidance (Kondo and Ting 1998) is
used for collision avoidance between agricultural robots and

Fig. 2 A working environmental model for agricultural robots

plants (not including the target plants). Degree of danger
(Kondo and Ting 1998) is used for collision avoidance be-
tween agricultural robots and humans. Nevertheless, these
indexes evaluate only local performances in both space and
time. From the viewpoint of holistic study of agricultural
robots, there is a potentially useful global index, called the
“theoretical field capacity” (TFC), which has been applied to
existing agricultural vehicles, such as tractors, transplanters,
and harvesters (e.g., Grisso et al. 2004). TFC is defined as
follows,

Ct = wmVm, (1)

where wm is the machine working width and Vm is the ma-
chine straight running velocity. Actually, wm is the width of
the end-effector and Vm is defined as the maximum veloc-
ity with sufficient working performance. In this section, the
subscript m implies a dependence on only working machine,
the subscript e implies a dependence on only working envi-
ronment, and the subscript c implies a dependence on both.

TFC does have two problems. First, TFC cannot be
used for high-degree-of-freedom mechanisms such as ma-
nipulators because it is based on the end-effectors of ex-
isting agricultural vehicles, that is, low-degree-of-freedom
mechanisms. Second, TFC does not consider turning and
(un)loading nor any interactions between agricultural robots
and their working environments.

In order to solve these problems, we introduce a global
performance index for agricultural robots. First, we start
with a working environmental model. In the field of agri-
culture, working environments are classified into two sub-
environments, namely, fields and roads. These imply that lo-
comotion is also classifiable into “locomotion within a field”
and “locomotion between fields (locomotion on roads).”
Figure 2 shows a working environmental model for agri-
cultural robots. The field consists of growing regions where
plants (lattice points) grow and moving regions where robots
move, and where Be: width of the growing region, we: width
of the moving region, Le: length of both the growing and
moving regions, me: column number of the lattice points,
ne: row number of the lattice points, be: interval between
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lattice points in the width direction, le: interval between lat-
tice points and the distance from the upper (or lower) sides
of the growing region to the closest lattice point in the length
direction.

This model has the following properties:

Le ≥ Be ≥ we, (2)

ne � me, (3)

and the plant density is defined and approximated as fol-
lows:

ρe = neme

BeLe

= neme

Be(ne + 1)le
≈ me

Bele
. (4)

This approximation is linked to the economy of time and
effort of ne measurements.

Let Se be the field area and constant, then the number of
growing regions is given by

Ne = Se/Le − Be

Be + we

+ 1, (5)

which is a global working space equation.
On the other hand, let Mc be the number of growing re-

gions where the robot simultaneously perceives and manip-
ulates, that is, the number of growing regions in the intersec-
tion of the workspace and the field of view. For conventional
agricultural vehicles, wm = McBe holds. By considering a
normative task plan (see the Appendix or Sakai et al. 2004
for details), then the robot’s working time of straight running
in Mc growing regions is as follows

T s
c = ρeMcBeLe(T

m
m + T

p
m) + ρeMcBeLe

nc

T l
c

+ Le + Ll
c

Vm

, (6)

where T m
m : manipulation time for a plant, T

p
m : percep-

tion time for a plant, T l
c : (un)loading time for the load-

ing capacity of nc plants, Ll
c: distance for (un)loading and

O(
ρeMcBeLe

2nc
t)Le . The third term of T s

c is the time for the
robot to move from the lower (upper) side of the moving
region to the upper (lower) side while shuttling back and
forward for (un)loading at the sides. The working time of
turning for Mc growing regions is

T t
c = T π

m + Mc(Be + we)

Vm

, (7)

where T π
m is the 180-degree rotation time. In all, the total

working time is

Tc = Ne

Mc

(T s
c + T t

c ), (8)

which is a global working time equation. The symbols for
the ceiling or floor functions are omitted for simplicity.

From (5) and (8), a new evaluation index is proposed as

Cet = ρeNeBeLe

Tc

, (9)

which is a working frequency that is well-defined for high-
degree-of-freedom mechanisms in the first problem of TFC
(i.e., TFC cannot be used for high-degree-of-freedom mech-
anisms). In the case of existing agricultural vehicles, if
we = 0,

Cet → ρe(McBeVm) = ρeCt , (10)

as T m
m + T

p
m , T t

c → 0 and nc → ∞. This corresponds to the
second problem of TFC (i.e., TFC does not take turning and
(un)loading into account and does not consider interactions
between agricultural robots and the working environment).
In (10), Cet is an extension of Ct (an extended theoretical
field capacity).

3 Structural systems

In this section, we discuss the selection and design of struc-
tural systems for the mobile platform and manipulator with
a hand.

3.1 Design strategy of agricultural robots

The design strategies of agricultural robots with locomotion
and manipulation are classified as follows:

(AR1) Selection of the mobile platform and the existing sta-
tionary manipulator, and then the superposition of
them

(AR2) Simultaneous design of the mobile mechanism and
the manipulator

(AR3) Selection of the mobile platform, and then the design
of only the manipulator

(AR4) Selection of the stationary manipulator, and then the
design of only the mobile mechanism

(AR1) is the initial cost-emphasized case, (AR2) is the
performance-emphasized case, (AR3) and (AR4) are the in-
termediate cases. We select (AR3) because both the initial
cost and performance cannot be neglected in the field of
agriculture and because there are many mobile platforms for
existing agricultural vehicles. According to (AR3), first, we
select a mobile platform from existing ones and, second, we
design a manipulator that is suitable to not only the intended
task but also to the selected mobile platform.
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Table 1 Parameters of the
working environmental model
(watermelon field)

Place Yamagata Chiba Nagano Fukui Tottori Kumamoto

Obanazawa Tomisato Matsumoto Sakai Fukube Kamoto

Date 2000.8 2000.6 1999.8 2000.5 2000.8 2000.5

Be[m] 5.0 1.8 3.6 10.0 3.3 2.5

we[m] 0.5 0.8 1.6 1.4 0.8 0.5

le[m] 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5

me 1 1 2 2 1 1

3.2 Task

Here, the task of the heavy material handling agricultural
robot is to harvest watermelons. Edan et al. (2000) devel-
oped a melon-harvesting robot. Hwang and Kim (2003) de-
veloped a watermelon-harvesting robot with a tele-operation
system. Tokunaga et al. (1999) developed a digital circuit vi-
sion system for a watermelon-harvesting robot. These stud-
ies mainly address only the structural system or control sys-
tem. In this present paper, we discuss both simultaneously.

Table 1 shows the environmental parameters investigated
at some of the main product districts in Japan. The conven-
tional operating procedure for watermelon harvesting was
also investigated and divided into the following four steps.

STEP 1: Select targeted watermelons and cut the vines
STEP 2: Pick them and place them on a delivery vehicle
STEP 3: Drive the vehicle and reload them onto a truck
STEP 4: Drive the truck and unload them at a factory

STEP 1 does not require hard labor. For STEP 3 and
STEP 4, working machines (e.g., vehicles with lifter) have
already been developed since these operations require hard
labor.

For STEP 2, however, working machines have not yet
been developed, even though STEP 2 requires hard labor.
Picking watermelons requires the workers to have a high
endpoint force. Various obstacles such as leaves, vines and
unselected watermelons constrain the workers’ orientation.
More precisely, the workers are required to handle 6–12 kg
watermelons while standing on tiptoe. This implies that
STEP 2 requires the workers to generate a high joint torque.
To summarize, STEP 2 is a challenging task.

Our ultimate goal is the robotization of STEP 2. The task
of robotic STEP 2 operations is as follows.

TASK 2A: Perceive the watermelons from a far distance
TASK 2B: Locomote to their neighborhood
TASK 2C: Perceive them from a close distance
TASK 2D: Manipulate (pick and place) them

After completing TASK 2D, TASK 2A or TASK 2C follows.
In this study, TASK 2D is realized and evaluated. See

Sakai et al. (2005) regarding the realization of TASK 2C. It
should be noted that skilled workers persistently complete

Table 2 Classification of agricultural mobile mechanism

A-type: Y-type:

supported by multiple supported by single

moving regions moving region

Wheel type

Crawler type Selected

Leg type

Snake-like type

the operation of picking one watermelon in about 10 s on
average.

3.3 Mobile platform selection

Land mobile platforms are classified as shown in the rows
of Table 2. Although the leg type and the snake-like type are
still in the research and development stage, the wheel type
and the crawler type are in the commercialization stage. As
mentioned in Sect. 3.1, numerous mobile platforms exist for
agricultural vehicles. The crawler type presents advantages
in locomotion “within a field,” because the bearing capac-
ity of soil within a field is lower than that “between fields.”
The wheel type presents advantages in locomotion between
fields in terms of speed.

We selected the crawler type, since the heavy material
handling robot must locomote within a field even when it is
raining or immediately after raining, that is, even when the
bearing capacity becomes too low. For locomotion between
fields, transportation by another wheel-type platform, such
as a truck, is assumed and this is discussed later in this sub-
section.

Agricultural mobile platforms are classified as shown in
the columns of Table 2. The A-type “strides over” grow-
ing regions while forming an A-like figure. The Y-type does
“not stride over” any growing region (and may have a coun-
terweight) while forming a Y-like figure. See the Appendix
for examples.

The A-type has one advantage, namely, falling stability
since the A-type satisfies wm ≥ Be . Nevertheless, we se-
lected the Y-type because the A-type is not suitable to trans-
portation by another wheel-type platform, especially in the
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Table 3 Link length and link
length ratio l0 l1 l2 l3 d1max d2max d3max 1-rl :rl

Parallel 0.5 0.5 (2.0) 0.0 – – (5.0) d3max :l2
Polar 0.5 0.5 – – – – 5.0 –

Articulated 0.5 0.5 (3.0) (2.0) – – – l2:l3
Cylindrical 0.5 – – – – (2.0) (3.0) d2max :d3max

Cartesian – – – – (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) d1max :d3max

SCARA 0.5 0.5 (2.75) (2.75) – – 1.0 l2:l3

case of large Be, such as the watermelon cases shown in Ta-
ble 1.

Now we select a commercial self-propelled crawler vehi-
cle (145 kg) with an engine (3.2 kW) for TASK 2B, as one
candidate for the Y-type crawler platform.

From (5), Ne decreases as we increases. This becomes a
more serious problem when Se is large. The vehicle width
is 490 mm, which is sufficiently small to pass through the
narrow width we and can keep the existing we in Table 1.
While Ct does not depend on we, we can see that a small
value of we can increase the numerator of Cet , which can be
considered as an index of the expected sales.

3.4 Manipulator design (kinematics)

Many well-known kinematic models exist, such as the po-
lar coordinate type, articulated type, cylindrical coordinate
type, Cartesian coordinate type, and SCARA type which
was proposed from a practical viewpoint for assembly op-
erations in industrial settings.

The design guidelines of a kinematic model of the heavy
material handling manipulator are summarized below:

[G1] High normalized endpoint force in the vertical direc-
tion

[G2] High normalized workspace volume
[G3] High suitability to a mobile platform
[G4] High performance of contact safety
[G5] Low initial cost

where [G3] is introduced because (AR3) is selected.
In this study, from a practical viewpoint similar to that

for SCARA type, the candidate proposed for heavy material
handling in agriculture is shown in Fig. 3(a). This candidate
has four degrees of freedom (4 DOF) and is termed the “par-
allel type.”

This type is generalized from the original design (Umeda
et al. 1997), but it can achieve a higher falling stability by
removing the triangular geometry constraint. Other well-
known types are also shown in Fig. 3.

First, we determine that the endpoint position config-
uration (the three joints configuration) is designed to sat-
isfy [G1][G2][G3] by performing a kinematics analysis for

the numerical example given in Table 3. Second, we deter-
mine that the endpoint orientation configuration (an addi-
tional joint configuration) is designed to satisfy [G4][G5].
This process is discussed later in this section.

The direct kinematics of the rigid manipulator is given by

x = r(q), (11)

where x is the endpoint position and q is the joint displace-
ment. For the parallel type, the kinematics are as follows:

r(q) =
⎡
⎣

(l2 cos θ2 + d3) cos θ1

(l2 cos θ2 + d3) sin θ1

l0 + l1 + l2 sin θ2 + l3

⎤
⎦ , (12)

where q = [θ1 θ2 d3]T . Details about the other types are not
described here since they are well known.

3.4.1 Endpoint force

Manipulability ellipsoids are represented by the following
equation

ẋ ∈ Im(J (q)) s.t. ẋT J (q)−T J (q)−1ẋ ≤ 1, (13)

where Im(•) is the image space and J (q) = ∂r/∂q ∈ R3×3

is a Jacobian.
Figure 4 shows the manipulability ellipsoids that are nor-

malized by the summation L of each link length in Table 3.
Note that the endpoint force is large in the direction where
the manipulability is small because the endpoint force is the
dual of the manipulability (Yoshikawa 1985). The vertical
endpoint force of the polar coordinate type and that of the
articulated type tend to be smaller than that of the parallel
type. Especially when targets exist on ground level, such as
in heavy vegetable harvesting, the vertical endpoint force on
the ground of the polar coordinate type and the articulated
type decrease as the endpoint position leaves the base. These
imply that the polar coordinate type and the articulated type
do not satisfy [G1].
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Fig. 3 Kinematic models

3.4.2 Workspace volume

Normalized workspace volume (Yang and Lee 1984) is ex-
pressed as

VN =
∫

V

dV/
4

3
πL3, (14)

where the integral sign denotes a volume integral.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the link length

ratio rl and the normalized workspace volume. Each link
length ratio rl is defined as in Table 3. The respective nor-
malized workspace volumes of the cylindrical coordinate
type, the Cartesian coordinate type and the SCARA type are
smaller than that of the parallel type, irrespective of their
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Fig. 4 Normalized manipulability

Fig. 5 Normalized workspace volume

link length ratio. This fact implies that the cylindrical coor-
dinate type, the Cartesian coordinate type and the SCARA
type do not satisfy [G2].

3.4.3 Suitability to a mobile platform

In general, as the normalized workspace volume increases,
the required moving distance decreases. Figure 5 shows that
the suitabilities to a mobile platform of the cylindrical coor-
dinate type, the Cartesian coordinate type and the SCARA
type are lower than that of the parallel type.

Also, in general, as the manipulability becomes more in-
dependent of the endpoint position, the required control of
the mobile platform becomes simpler. This is all the more
important in the case of the crawler type because the crawler
type has no omnidirectional characteristic. Note that we do
not discuss the other types, such as the wheel type, at this
time, because we already selected the crawler type as our
mobile platform in Sect. 3.3 under the guideline (AR3) given
in Sect. 3.1. The manipulability (and the vertical endpoint
force) of the parallel type is completely constant on ground

level where the targets are located in the case of heavy veg-
etable harvesting. Figure 4 implies that the suitabilities to a
mobile platform of the polar coordinate type and the articu-
lated type is lower than that of the parallel type.

Now, we can conclude that the parallel type best satisfies
[G1][G2][G3]. In the analysis in the remainder of this sec-
tion, we check whether the parallel type satisfies [G4] and
[G5] or not.

3.4.4 Performance of contact safety and initial cost

In the fields of welfare and human care, safety strategies
for collisions between robots and humans are classified into
control strategies and machine design strategies, according
to the situations and actions before and after a collision
(Ikuta and Notaka 1999). From the viewpoint of [G4], we
apply this classification to a safety strategy for the collision
between a robot and an agricultural target (e.g., fruit, eggs
and cow udders). We select a control strategy for before a
collision and a machine design strategy for after a collision.

More precisely, a control system is designed to achieve
small positional errors to avoid undesirable collisions and
an additional joint (Joint 4) is designed to be passive to re-
duce the contact force immediately after a collision. This
machine design strategy has an additional advantage from
the viewpoint of [G5]. The passive joint results not only in
an actuator reduction but also in an inclination sensor re-
duction because the steady state of the Joint 4 displacement
is always equal to the inclination angle, as a result of the
kinematics shown in Fig. 3(a). If we select a control strategy
after a collision, we might require force sensors, and have
more difficulty in satisfying [G5].

3.5 Manipulator design (structure)

Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the manipulator.
From (9), Cet decreases as Mc increases, and this is more ef-
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Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of the manipulator

fective when T π
m and Le are large or Vm is small. The max-

imum horizontal reach of the manipulator is 2.8 m, which
is sufficiently long to make Mc large, especially for small
Be , and to keep the existing Be in Table 1. While Ct is ill-
defined for robot manipulators, we can see that large Mc by
long manipulators increases the global performance of Cet .

3.5.1 Transducer & power source selection and
transmission & circuit design

Three joints (Joint 1, Joint 2 and Joint 3) are active joints.
A hydraulic motor actuates Joint 1. The torque of the motor
is transferred to the harmonic drive gear (1/50) through a
toothed belt and two pulleys. Two hydraulic cylinders actu-
ate Joint 2. The force of the cylinders is converted through
a mechanical linkage, and the maximum vertical endpoint
force is 150 N. The hydraulic actuators have direct-type
servo valve drivers.

The power source of the hydraulic actuators is the crawler
vehicle engine. From the viewpoint of [G3], the hydraulic
system is advantageous since only a pulley and a belt are
required for conversion from an engine (3.2 kW, 2000 rpm)
to a pump (0.2 l/s).

A DC motor (110 W) with a reduction gear (1/15) ac-
tuates Joint 3. The rotary motion of the motor is converted
to translational motion through a toothed belt, two toothed
pulleys, and a slider. The slider has four small bearings as
wheels so that it can move on the rail. The DC motor has a

current driver. The power source is a battery (24 V) and a ve-
hicular generator. Unlike hydraulic cables, electrical power
cables can be easily disconnected. Therefore, this long ma-
nipulator also can be disconnected for transportation by a
truck.

Joint 4 consists of a bearing attached to the slider with-
out dampers. From the viewpoint of high-speed operation,
viscous friction is preferable for reduction of the remain-
ing oscillation of Joint 4. However, from the viewpoint of
[G4] (the safety strategy after collision), viscous friction is
not preferable. That is, viscous friction increases the contact
force on the target and the environment. This trade-off prob-
lem cannot be solved by using only machine design, such
as a damper attachment. As described later, switching and
scheduling of controllers can be used to solve this trade-off
problem.

Figure 7 shows the drive (hydraulic and electric) circuits.
The controller consists of a D/A converter (12-bit), a digi-
tal computer (25 MHz) and a counter board (24-bit). Opti-
cal rotary encoders (1024, 1024, 1000, 200 × 24 P/R) mea-
sure the displacement of all joints. All inputs (v1, v2, v3) are
constrained by ± 5 V and all outputs (θ1, θ2, d3, θ4) are con-
strained as shown in Table 4. The manipulator is a 3-input
4-output system.

3.5.2 End-effector selection and redesign

We select a hand and redesign it for picking and placing wa-
termelons. From the viewpoint of [G5], we select an orig-
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Fig. 7 Drive circuit

Table 4 Robot specifications

Vehicle Mass 145 [kg]

Width 490 [mm]

Manipulator Mass 90 [kg]

Operating range −115 < θ1 < +115 [deg]

−25 < θ2 < +25 [deg]

0 < d3 < 1890 [mm]

−30 < θ4 < +30 [deg]

Maximal reach 2800 [mm]

inal type of hand (Iida et al. 1995) consisting of four 1-
DOF fingers with no actuators. It performs picking using
passive force closure within a 40-mm allowable positional
error. However, this hand cannot perform placing without a
hydraulic actuator.

We focus on the fact that reaction forces are transmit-
ted from the platform to the finger during placing. We de-
sign a wire mechanism to realize placing using less power,
as shown in Fig. 8. First, the wires suspend the fingers and

Fig. 8 Motion plan for placing using reaction forces

gravity keeps the finger closed (Fig. 8(a)). Second, after the
hand contacts the platform by the Joint 2 motion, the wire
tension can be zero because of the reaction forces (Fig. 8(b)).
Third, a low-power DC motor reels the wires and keeps the
fingers open (Fig. 8(c)). Finally, the hand rises without re-
contacting the objects (Fig. 8(d)).

4 Control systems

This section discusses a control system designed in an an-
alytical way. We design controllers experimentally without
considering robustness and then demonstrate the robust sta-
bility of the closed-loop system in the presence of paramet-
ric perturbation and uncertainty.

4.1 Motion planning and controller design guideline

The targeted watermelon is manipulated as follows.

M2D-1: The hand is moved above the watermelon by all
active joints.

M2D-2: The hand picks the watermelon up with Joints 2
and 3.

M2D-3: The hand is moved above the platform with Joints
1 and 3.

M2D-4: The hand places the watermelon with Joints 2
and 3.

Immediately after M2D-4, either TASK 2A or TASK 2C fol-
lows.

In this paper, we select PTP control to realize this motion
plan and design the controllers in the next section. Here, the
following uncertainty is expected in the manipulator.

• Parameter perturbations
The watermelon mass is 6–12.0 kg. This mass can cause
additional perturbations, such as changes in joint friction
or in the moment of inertia, in addition to the original
perturbations, which exist in the torque constant value and
the joint friction.

• Unmodeled dynamics
In general, unmodeled dynamics exist for hydraulic sys-
tems because physical modeling of hydraulic systems is
difficult.
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Table 5 Identified parameters

Link4 Nominal Maximum Minimum

m [kg] 40.31 62.58 18.04

cm [Ns/m] 90.18 135.51 44.84

Link5 Nominal Maximum Minimum

M [kg] 4.06 (16.06) (4.06)

cM [Ns/m] 0.0015 – –

J [kgm2] 0.14 – –

l [m] 0.20 – –

However, some types of robust controllers (e.g., H∞ con-
troller) give conservative results even though they are gen-
erated by reasonable design procedures. To avoid this prob-
lem, we design robust controllers in an analytical way. First,
we design controllers experimentally without considering
robustness. Next, we demonstrate the robust stability of the
closed-loop system in the presence of parametric perturba-
tion and uncertainty.

Furthermore, we separate the entire 3-input 4-output sys-
tem into three subsystems: Joint 1 system, Joint 2 system,
and Joint 3–Joint 4 system. Their mutual interferences are
sufficiently weak, or at least do not influence the closed-loop
stability at all (Sakai et al. 2007). First, we design the Joint
3–Joint 4 controller in the presence of parametric perturba-
tion. Second, we design the Joint 1 controller and the Joint 2
controller in the presence of unmodeled dynamics.

4.2 Modeling

Equations of motion for the Joint 3–Joint 4 system are given
as coupling between two rigid bodies.

(m + M)d̈3 + Mlθ̈4 cos θ4 + cmḋ3 − Mlθ̇2
4 sin θ4 = u3,

Mld̈3 cos θ4 + (J + Ml2)θ̈4 + cMθ̇4 + Mgl sin θ4 = 0,
(15)

where d3: Joint 3 displacement [m] θ4: Joint 4 displacement
[rad] m: Link 4 mass [kg] M : Link 5 mass (the hand mass)
[kg] J : Link 5 moment of inertia about the center of mass
[kgm2] l: distance between the centers of mass [m] cm: Link
4 viscous friction coefficient (Joint 3 friction coefficient)
[Ns/m] cM : Link 5 viscous friction coefficient [Ns/rad] g:
acceleration due to gravity [m/s2] u: input force on Link
4 [N]. Table 5 lists the parameters identified. The transfer
function from input v3 to force u3 is regarded as a static
system with a gain 42.25.

Around the unique stable equilibrium point, the state-
space expression of the nominal linearized model is ex-
pressed as
{

ẋ = Ax + Bu3,

y = Cx + Du3,
(16)

where x = (d3 θ4 ḋ3 θ̇4)
T is the state, y is the measured

output,

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 M2l2g

N
−cm

Ml2+J
N

cMMl
N

0 −(M+m)Mgl
N

cm
Ml
N

−cM(M+m)
N

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

B = [0 0 Ml2+J
N

−Ml
N

]T , C = I4, D = 04×1,

and N = (M + m)J + Mml2. The joint velocities are given
by the first order difference of the joint displacement.

4.3 Controller design

For the Joint 3–Joint 4 system, we design a switched con-
troller consisting of one PD controller K1 and two LQ con-
trollers K2 and K3, where K1 controls only the Joint 3 dis-
placement, K2 and K3 controls both the Joint 3 and Joint 4
displacement. We could find no single controller with suffi-
cient performance because of the parametric perturbations.
These three controllers are switched according to the end-
point position of the manipulator.

Integral action was not applied instead of switching due
to the large input saturation at large initial values, which is
an important problem associated with long and translational
robotic arms in general. This is the reason why nonlinear
friction (such as Coulomb and Stribeck) was not modeled
explicitly in (15).

The two LQ controllers are designed for the linearized
model and the following evaluation criteria are used:

JLQi
=

∫ ∞

0
(xT Qix + riu

2
3)dt, i = 1,2, (17)

Q1 = diag(25, 80, 0, 0), r1 = 0.0001, (18)

Q2 = diag(1800, 400, 0, 0), r2 = 0.002. (19)

The respective controllers are

u3 =
⎧⎨
⎩

−K1x = −[1478.9, 0.0, 246.5, 0.0]x,

−K2x = −[948.7, −416.4, 307.9, 9.8]x,

−K3x = −[500.0, −859.6, 279.3, −21.7]x,

(20)

where the gains of K1 and their switching conditions are
tuned experimentally.

For the Joint 1 and Joint 2 systems, joint-independent
PID controllers are implemented as

v1 = 0.01 θ1 + 0.009
∫

θ1dt,

v2 = 0.03 θ2.

(21)
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4.4 Control system analysis

The perturbed parameters of the Joint 3–Joint 4 system are
described as

(M m cm) = (M̄ m̄ c̄m) + (pMδM pmδm pcmδcm), (22)

where M̄ , m̄ and c̄m are the mean values, pM , pm and pcm

are the margins (half of the differences between the maxi-
mum and the minimum), and δM , δm and δcm are the nor-
malized perturbations which satisfy

|δM | ≤ 1, |δm| ≤ 1, δcm| ≤ 1 (23)

and they are assumed to be LTI systems. In addition, J is
assumed to be J = J̄ + (M − (M̄ − pM))l2, where J̄ is the
nominal. Table 5 shows the identified parameter perturba-
tions.

In the motion plan just mentioned, δM is regarded as a
static system. The robust stability of the closed loop is ana-
lyzed in the presence of the perturbation of m and cm under
arbitrary fixed M .

However, (16) clarifies that the elements of the coefficient
matrices A and B are nonlinear with respect to the physi-
cal parameters. This nonlinearity implies that the analyzed
result can be very conservative when the uncertainty is ex-
pressed as affine perturbations with respect to the coefficient
matrices, or as affine perturbations with respect to the coef-
ficient of the characteristic equation for Kharitonov’s theo-
rem. Actually, these approaches cannot demonstrate closed-
loop stability for the case of Table 5.

Therefore, once we notice that the physical parameters
are written in rational polynomial form in A and B , (16) can
be rewritten in a descriptor form, as follows:

Edes ẋ = Adesx,

Edes = NI4, Ades = N(A − BKi), i = 1,2,3.
(24)

In these equations, the elements of the coefficient matrices
are polynomial in form.

In this case, the following relation holds (Kawanishi and
Sugie 1995).

[Edes Ades] = Fu

(
S

([
0 I8

P Po

]
, M̃

)
, �34

)

= Fu(M̄, �34), (25)

where

P = diag(pmI, pcm),

Po = diag(moI, cmo), (26)

�34 = diag(δmI, δcm),

Fu(•,•) is the upper linear fractional transformation, and
S(•,•) is the star product.

Fig. 9 Constant-scaled H∞ norm

Now, δm and δcm can be extracted successfully. By using
Doyle’s notation, (24) can be expressed as

⎧⎨
⎩

z = M34w = [ E
−1
0 Ades E

−1
0 M̄21

−M̄12aA0 + M̄12b M̄11 − E
−1
0 M̄12aM̄21

]
w,

w = �34z = diag(δmI, δcmI)z,

where E0 and A0 are the corresponding nominal values of
Edes and Ades and

M̄ =
[

M̄11 M̄12

M̄21 M̄22

]
,

M̄12 = [M̄12a M̄12b], M̄22 = [E0 A0].
(27)

The dimensions and M̄ are omitted because of their unique-
ness.

According to the small gain theorem (Shamma 1994), un-
der the set

Ds = {diag(D1, D2) s.t. D1 ∈ C7×7,

D2 ∈ C1×1, Di = D∗
i > 0, i = 1,2}.

A sufficient condition that the closed loop is stable for all
�34 which satisfies ‖�34‖∞ ≤ 1 is

∃D s.t. ‖DM34D
−1‖∞ < 1, D ∈ Ds. (28)

Figure 9 shows the constant scaled norm in (28) for the three
designed controllers. This calculation is a feasible problem
of linear matrix inequality (LMI) and can be solved using
the MATLAB LMI Toolbox. The interval of M is 0.01 kg.
Robust stability using the parameters in Table 5 is thus con-
firmed.

Next, we begin the analysis of the Joint 1 and Joint 2
systems. In addition to the above parametric perturbations,
unmodeled dynamics should be taken into account because
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of the hydraulic actuators. As stated above, unmodeled dy-
namics generally exist for hydraulic systems because physi-
cal modeling of such systems is difficult.

A standard system identification experiment yields the
nominal models as

θ1(s) = P11v1(s) = 640000

s3 + 160s2 + 6400s
v1(s), (29)

θ2(s) = P22v2(s) = 25

0.1667s2 + s
v2(s). (30)

The corresponding additive uncertainty (Sakai et al. 2007)
has upper bounds that are determined as

Ws1 = 0.068s + 1.7

0.05s + 1
, Ws2 = 25s + 2500

s + 600
. (31)

Here, we call the structured singular value (Packard and
Doyle 1993) as

μ�(M) = 1

min{σ̄ (�)|� ∈ �, det(I − M�) = 0} , (32)

unless no � ∈ � renders I − M� as singular, in which case
μ� := 0. In our case,

M = M12 = diag(M1,M2),Mi = WsiFl(Pii ,Kii),

� = �12 ∈ {diag(�1,�2) s.t. �i ∈ C}, i = 1,2,
(33)

where Fl(•,•) is the lower linear fractional transformation
and μ�(M12) ≤ 1 is a sufficient condition for the closed-
loop stability for all �12 that satisfy ‖�12‖∞ ≤ 1. In our
case, the upper bound of μ is given as

supw∈R μ� = max(‖M1‖∞, ‖M2‖∞) (34)

and the value is 0.751 (Matlab version 6.0). That is, robust
stability is confirmed.

5 Field experiments

In this section, we evaluate the validity of the proposed
structural system and its control system by performing wa-
termelon harvesting experiments in an open field.

5.1 Experimental methods

We transplanted watermelon seedlings and grew them for
four months. The growing method and the working en-
vironment were based on our investigation of the main
watermelon-producing districts in Japan. The environmen-
tal parameters in Fig. 2 were selected as (Be, Le, we, me) =
(2.5, 10, 0.5, 1). The platform height of the conventional de-
livery vehicle was 820 mm for STEP 2. The outdoor harvest-
ing experiment was performed in August in Kyoto, Japan.

Fig. 10 Wrist path

This experiment assumed that TASK 2C had already been
completed. That is, the positions of the targeted watermelon
with no vines were given manually by an optical survey in-
strument. Validation of this assumption is given in a previous
study by us (Sakai et al. 2005).

The desired joint displacements were determined by the
watermelon positions in the base coordinate frame system
and inverse kinematics. The base coordinate frame system
was a right-hand system whose origin was at the intersection
point of the road surface and the rotation axis of Joint 1 and
whose x-axis was parallel to the straight running direction.
The equation of inverse kinematics was obtained explicitly
from (12):

q =
⎡
⎣

tan−1(y/x)

sin−1((z − l0 − l1 − l3)/ l2)
x

cos(tan−1(y/x))
− l2 cos(sin−1(

z−l0−l1−l3
l2

)

⎤
⎦ , (35)

where x �= 0 due to the Y-type mobile platform, which can-
not have the target in the straight running direction from the
robot base center.

Two experiments were performed. First, as a pilot experi-
ment to confirm the validity of the structural system, switch-
ing was not applied and the controller was fixed to a PID
control with low gains. Only picking was attempted. Second,
to confirm the validity of the total system (both the struc-
tural system and the control system working together) with
the proposed controllers, switching was applied and picking
and placing were attempted.

In both experiments, we repeated this harvesting exper-
iment 15 times at different watermelon positions. The dis-
placement of Joint 4 was not controlled and the LQ con-
trollers were not applied while grasping and releasing the
watermelons to satisfy [G4]. The sampling time was 10 ms.

5.2 Experimental results

Figure 10 shows the wrist path in the first experiment us-
ing low-gain PID control. In this figure, the solid line is the
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Fig. 11 Specifications of the watermelons

path of the wrist measured by the encoders, and the circles
are the watermelon positions measured by the optical survey
instrument.

In the first experiment, the success rate for robotic har-
vesting, defined as the percentage of successful operations
to the total trial operations, was 86.7%. There was no dam-
age to the harvested watermelons. In the failure cases, in
which the watermelons were not picked, the targeted water-
melons were always the smallest ones and were more than
2 m from the base. The diameters and masses of these wa-
termelons are shown in Fig. 11. The total operation time for
one watermelon was 40 s.

Figure 12 shows the harvest procedure and Fig. 13 shows
the results of the joint displacements in the second experi-
ment using the switched controller. This figure also shows
the switching condition according to the endpoint position.
The largest spikes of the Joint 2 displacement θ2 correspond
to picking and the second-largest spikes correspond to the
placing. The success rate was 86.7% and equal to the previ-
ous rate in the first experiment. There was no damage to the
harvested watermelons. The total operation time was 14 s.

5.3 Discussion

The success rate was greater than 66.7%, which was re-
ported in a previous study in our group (Iida et al. 1995). In
the indoor laboratory experiments of the current study, the
success rate was 100% for bowling balls and the positional
error was 15 mm, which is less than the allowable error of 40
mm given in Sect. 3.5.2. The failures seemed to be attribut-
able to base motion due to the high angular momentum of
the manipulator around Joint 1, which is a property of PTP
control. However, the failure watermelons were so small as
to be out of the standard mass range (6–12 kg). These wa-
termelons are important not during but only after the harvest
season. The validity of the manipulator structure is thus con-
firmed.

For comparison, Fig. 13 also shows the case without LQ
control. The controllers for Joints 1 and 2 are the same. It is
clear that the Joint 4 displacement oscillates. When the Joint
2 displacement is a minimum in Fig. 13(b), the Joint 4 dis-
placement without LQ control is much larger than that with

Fig. 12 Harvest procedure (Using switched PD/LQs)

LQ control. This means that it is not possible to pick any
watermelons when using a manipulator without LQ control.

Table 6 shows the operation time of each harvest motion
in both experiments. In the first experiment, Table 6 also
shows the waiting time for the convergence of the Joint 4
displacement. It is clear that LQ control reduced not only
the waiting time from A to B, but also the remainder time,
such as that from B to A, because the LQ controllers enable
high-speed operation (from B to A), which would make the
next waiting time (from A to C) longer in the case without
LQ control.

Figure 13 and Table 6 show the effectiveness of LQ con-
trol in solving the trade-off problem between contact safety
[G4] and high-speed operation, as discussed in Sect. 3. The
validity of the integration of the switched controllers and the
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Fig. 13 Joint displacements

Table 6 Operation time

Path Low gain PID (Waiting) [s] Switched PD/LQs [s]

-A 4.0 (0.0) 2.8

A-B 15.2 (10.5) 1.6

B-A 5.7 (0.0) 1.6

A-C 11.1 (5.1) 1.5

C-D 4.0 (0.0) 5.0

D-E – (0.0) 0.75

E-F – (0.0) 0.75

Sum. 40.0 (16.6) 14.0

manipulator structure is also confirmed. The validity of the
wire mechanism of the hand is also confirmed. Overall, the
manipulator correctly picked and placed the watermelons in
14 s.

This is in comparison to the working time of skilled
workers, which is 10 s with no failures. We achieved our
purpose, which was to demonstrate that the TASK 2D per-
formance of the robot is comparable to that of skilled work-
ers.

Additional results for TASK 2C with tracking and CP
controls instead of switched stabilization and PTP control
have been previously reported (Sakai et al. 2005).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we described the realization of a heavy mater-
ial handling manipulator system for agricultural robots.

More precisely, structural systems of the mobile platform
and manipulator were selected and designed based on newly
gained knowledge for agricultural robots and the kinematics
indexes. The control systems were designed in the presence
of parametric perturbation and uncertainty, while avoiding
conservative results. In the most important phase of this
study, the validity of both systems was confirmed by per-
forming field experiments in an actual open field. The to-
tal operation time and the success rate were confirmed to be
comparable to those of skilled workers harvesting watermel-
ons.

Furthermore, an explicit design procedure clarified the
design tools required to evaluate the possible improvements
of agricultural robots, which was the another important goal
of the current study. From the viewpoint of both perfor-
mance and initial cost, the first design tool is “evaluation
indexes,” such as Cet (extended TFC). Even if no design op-
timization methods exist with respect to the index, this index
can provide qualitative results that is useful for investigating
the levels of the possible improvements. From the viewpoint
of initial cost only, the second design tool is “classification
tables,” such as Table 2. The structural system design actu-
ally consisted not only of the design, but also of the selec-
tion based on the classification tables. These classification
tables are required except in the (AR2) case. These table
size (the number of columns and rows) are the number of
candidates in the selection and shows the levels of the possi-
ble improvements. From the viewpoint of performance only,
the third design tool is “closed-loop analysis methods,” such
as the μ-analysis. The control system design was actually ad
hoc and the stability margin was guaranteed by analysis, not
by synthesis (e.g., H∞ design). Needless to say, the mar-
gin of stability and control performance directly evaluates
the levels of possible improvements in stability and control
performance.

Although many studies have been made since Kawamura,
Fujiura and Grand, their stability margins are not always
clear because the controller gains are not stated. As one of
the future studies, we should develop closed-loop analysis
methods that can derive the margins even when the con-
troller gains are not stated explicitly.

Acknowledgements The author expresses his gratitude to Mr. Taro
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Fig. 14 Task plan (Straight
running)

Fig. 15 Task plan (Turning)

Appendix

Here we give details of the normative task plan in Sect. 2.
Figure 14 shows the straight running part of this task
plan.

The robot performs locomotion and perception for ma-
nipulations such as placing (picking) until the loading
capacity is empty (full). Once the loading capacity is
empty (full), the robot directly locomotes to the near-
est (upper or lower) side of the moving region in order
to (un)load and achieve the full (empty) loading capac-
ity.

Figure 15 shows the turning part. In this figure, the solid
arrow line represents the path of the robot base center in the
cases of Mc = 2 (for a Y-type platform) and Mc = 1 (for an
A-type platform). After all lattice points in the Mc growing
region have been operated in the above straight running lo-
comotion, the robot starts turning to operate on the next Mc

growing region and then repeats the straight running loco-
motion.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Cre-
ative Commons Attribution Noncommercial License which permits

any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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